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INTRODUCTION 
 

     Here we go again, just at the beginning of the new essay for which I hope will be equally interesting as well 
as all others. I would suggest, we better introduce classical scheme as with many assays so far because this one 
could be a little longer so it is better to follow already proven template for such writings. That means, the essay 
itself will begin with an introduction, then the Good and Evil chapter will follow, then the main topic of the essay, 
and finally it will finish with a conclusion. This is already nicely proved scheme, it works very well, and there is 
no reason not to follow it.  
       
This essay is about to connect many things together in the field what we call the Vedic Science, and therefore it 
is somewhat neutral by the title so that it does not specify any individual personality particularly. However, need 
to highlight that, along with the essay few extraordinary natal charts will be exposed to depict very important 
historical figures. I mean, it will depict historical figures who are important for our story development. The point 
is that we need to combine many things together and to fill in some missing dots in the line. When considering 
the Veda and Vedic Science, it will be proved that some characters and corresponding natal charts are missing. 
Therefore, in order to have the complete picture, to have the whole Veda introduced, we should finally define 
missing points. Veda is a complete science, Veda is a totality, and therefore, nothing is supposed to be missing. 
 
The title … Samudra Manthan … what is equal to the … Sagara Manthan … means … churning of the ocean … 
or, when related to the expression … churning of the ocean of milk … we use the term … Ksheerasagara 
Manthan … if we want to be precise enough. That expression denotes the eternal quest for the … Amrita - the 
elixir of life, in order to find the Truth and to achieve immortality. In Dualistic World Suras and their archenemy 
Asuras, are caught in an endless game of pulling the rope coiled around … the Mandara Mountain. They are 
doing that in order to stir the ocean of milk representing the entire galaxy Milky Way, which is defined as the 
stage where this play is going on. All this is about to produce the churning effect by which all non-true values 
will fall apart, will separate from, and what will remain as a final product is the Amrita, the ultimate Truth. By 
being established in that ultimate Truth, one achieves the highest level of consciousness, the God and Unity 
Consciousness, and become immortal. Therefore, the procedure of churning the ocean of milk is the process for 
getting Amrita and the Brahma Chaitanya – the Unity Consciousness, just as we churn the real milk in order to 
produce butter. This is a process of purifying ourselves in order to be rid of all past deeds, which we call Karma 
as well, and it is referring to our sins. Furthermore, this process of churning will make us free from desires. 
Nevertheless, there is only one way to be rid of desires, and this is … to fulfill them. This will take some time 
perhaps, sometimes even many lives of experiencing the material world around, though depending on 
knowledge applied this path can be shortened drastically. However, this is not the topic of this essay. 
 
Therefore, churning the ocean of milk, the Samudra Manthan, is an endless process of searching for the Truth, 
what becomes the main theme of the Veda actually. One very nice version of this very complex story, we can 
find at the link … 
 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Samudra_manthan  

 
… while another one we find at the following link … 
 
http://www.mpag.in/2017/02/24/samudra-manthan-epic-battle-between-devas-and-asuras-involving-lord-vishnu-and-lord-shiva/ 

 
Samudra Manthan is the topic quite often mentioned in Puranas and in the Mahabharata Epic. Though the story 
can vary from source to source so some details are lost and some are added. Furthermore, a lot of knowledge 
was lost in the dark era we just passed through and therefore we have difficulties now to reconstruct the real 
story flow. Portraying the event will also vary so that we can have depictions with many variations of the basic 
theme. Out of many, I extracted a few depictions, just to illustrate the topic better way. Two pictures can be 
found in the continuation … 
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The photo was taken from … 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/5d/The_churning_of_the_Ocean_of_Milk%2C_in_a_bazaar_art_print%2C_c.1

910%27s%3B_the_Suras_or_gods_are_on_the_right%2C_the_Asuras_or_demons_on_the_left.jpg  

 
 
 

 
 

The photo was taken from … https://roobarublog.wordpress.com/2016/01/09/are-we-forgetting-the-ancient-lesson-of-samudra-
manthan/  
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GOOD AND EVIL – Part 5 
 

     There is no better depiction of the Samudra Manthan than the one exposed on the wall of Angkor Wat 
Temple. This bas-relief on the wall of the Angkor Wat Temple is impressive indeed. We have covered many 
interesting details so far. Nevertheless, there are still some enigmas remaining, and gradually, gradually and 
systematically, we shall shed more light on the most critical points we did not cover so far. Along with, I think, 
all enigmas will be entirely resolved. Churning the Ocean of Milk, how this enormously big, epic, bas-relief is 
entitled, is the basic underlying message of the Veda and Vedic Science. This is the very core of the Veda and 
Vedic teaching, and definitely, it should be included in all Vedic Science books, schools, courses and lessons. 
That should be specially done at the university level. I am amazed that so many courses and lectures on Veda 
and Vedic Science are not mentioning this point at all! In fact, this is such a waste of time! 
 
 

 
 

The photo was taken from … https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/6/6a/Awatoceanofmilk01_-

_color_corrected.JPG/517px-Awatoceanofmilk01_-_color_corrected.JPG 
 
 
Churning the Ocean of Milk, or the Sea of Milk is just an allegory on finding the Truth. Whatever place on Earth 
we live in, whatever level of consciousness we are established in, we are in a permanent search for the higher 
Truth. Perhaps it would be better to say, the highest Truth, and that is, as we have determined already … God 
himself. Therefore, God is our Source, He is our Way, and He is our Final Destination. Now we already do not 
have any doubt about these basic facts. The Game of Duality was chosen, and we have to play it. It was given 
initially that we live in Unity with God, to be One with God. This is a level of consciousness, by the way. This is 
the level of consciousness when we live in Unity with God. Nevertheless, we can fall out from that level of 
consciousness, we can find ourselves in lower states of consciousness, and this is where the quest for the higher 
Truth will start again. Therefore, we can slip out from the Unity with God, from Eden itself, but we can easily 
come back to our home. This is where we do belong. The Eden, the Heaven on Earth, this is our true home. 
Therefore, we climb quickly back to higher states of consciousness, what is the only way to appreciate the Final 
and the ultimate Truth, the God Himself. Our reality depends upon the level of consciousness we are established 
in, and due to that reason, we promote only such knowledge that will help us in raising the level of 
consciousness. We promote only such knowledge that will help us to restore the full function of our brain and 
the entire neurological system. We can achieve the Cosmic Consciousness (CC), the Enlightenment, the Nirvana, 
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or Moksha, what is the first step in climbing toward the Unity with the God, we can achieve that CC only if we 
have enough of this cosmic energy Ether-Akasha around. Achieving the CC is a mechanical process of 
establishing ourselves in the cosmic energy Ether-Akasha actually. As much more Ether-Akasha around, we use 
more brain potential, we have less functional holes within the brain, our reality is different, and we can perceive 
the Final Truth and establish ourselves within it. This is the only formula for reestablishing the Eden-Heaven on 
Earth. Even different kind of technics for self-realization, they all do depend on the level of Ether-Akasha around. 
Therefore, we need to find the Ether-Akasha and to become more … Etheric. More about Ether-Akasha, and 
how to grasp it, perhaps we mention later on. 
 
Therefore, for finding the Final Truth, the Ultimate Truth, we have to peel off all non-true facts and false 
statements, we should purify ourselves. And this is exactly what this epic story carved and engraved on the 
northern wall of the Angkor Wat Temple in Cambodia is telling us. This is so interesting indeed that the very 
core of the Vedic teaching we find in the middle of the jungle in Cambodia! What a surprise!           
 
http://www.art-and-archaeology.com/seasia/angkorwat/reliefs/br09.html 

 
 

 
 

The photo was taken from … https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/6/6a/Awatoceanofmilk01_-

_color_corrected.JPG/517px-Awatoceanofmilk01_-_color_corrected.JPG 

 
 
When considering these emphasized characters on both sides, on the side of Suras, and on the side of Asuras, I 
am afraid I did some small mistakes along with elaboration in the previous essay. There are three characters on 
both sides emphasized and made bigger, what is to say they need to be considered as devatas. Therefore, there 
are three devatas on each side, including their head or leader. That means there are six devatas in total 
considering both sides. I think on some places I mistakenly have mentioned four on each side, and that would 
mean eight in total. Please note this is not correct. There are six devatas involved, this is probably having some 
astronomical meaning as well, and it is driving out some appropriate corresponding parallels. This is what they 
say. Of course, some devatas come as couples, like Vishnu with Mahalakshmi, Shiva with Parvati, Indra with 
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Indrani, and Vishvakarman with Durga or Goddess Kali. Consorts will play very important roles as well. So far, I 
did not mention that explicitly, but now I want to highlight that point very clearly. Hence, whenever I mention 
Vishnu, Shiva, Indra, and Vishvakarman, that actually assumes their consorts as very important Goddesses as 
well. 
 
On the Asura side, we see God Vishvakarman as the head of the department and most probably twin brothers, 
Saptarishis Vasishta and Vishvamitra, we see as another two characters. Remember, they are shown to be 
identical so most probably they are twins. Therefore, this side is kind of completed and defined, let say so. On 
another side, on the side of Suras, we saw Indra as the head of the department, even though there are some 
controversies because of obvious … photoshoping … of the relief. Then most probably, we have Shiva and 
Parvati shown together, and the third character is still under discussion. They say that might be the Rahu, North 
Lunar Node, but this is just one option. It could be some from the Asura side joining to the Suras, just as it is 
indicated by the image and the dressing of that particular character. Well, this is all to be taken just as a 
preliminary consideration, some characters are still not defined firmly, but we need to start somewhere. That 
means all that what I’ve mentioned are still only preliminary suggestions. 
 
Nevertheless, in all the commentaries I saw, there is yet another name mentioned. This is … Ravana. Ravana is 
a character from the Ramayana, the main negative character actually. He is of asuric origin, he was the king of 
Lanka, and he was the main rival and opponent to King Rama. Ravana abducted Rama’s wife Sita, and this is the 
main entanglement of the Ramayana. Ravana was quite a negative character indeed, and it is discovered he was 
of asuric origin. Nevertheless, he was an incredibly strong character as well. He was the supreme yogi. They say 
he was enlightened.1 Remember there is a fragment of the story that only Vishnu can kill Ravana.  
 
By the way, the story of the enlightenment of Ravana, his abduction of Sita, and his life being taken by King 
Rama, is not so simple. The story is layered and stratified, so to say. In fact, there is one figure, one devata, who 
connects all these mentioned events in the life of Ravana, and who conjured that incredible entanglement. It is 
not to be forgotten that the teacher of the Ravana was Shukra himself. Yes, exactly that one Shukra, the Graha-
Devata Shukra! Remember that Shukra is the teacher of demons and Asuras. For demons, it is said that they 
cannot achieve Enlightenment. Nevertheless, this is basically due to the fact they are not interested in achieving 
Enlightenment. It seems they have another interest in their lives and another priority. Shukra educated Ravana 
on a so splendid way so that he was almost as a perfect pandit. Ravana knew Jyotish and Ayurveda perfectly 
well. He knew everything about Vedic rituals and ceremonies. Indeed, Ravana was a great success of Shukra, 
and he, the Shukra himself, was very happy about the progress of his disciple. However, there was some shadow 
on this achievement. The thing is that Shukra could not erase the evilness of Ravana that would have occurred 
occasionally. As well, he could not help him with Enlightenment, because it depends basically upon the desire 
of the individual. Therefore, Shukra decided to be more cunning. Slowly and gradually, he was seeding the desire 
for Enlightenment into the mind of Ravana. By perpetual but very discrete stories, he electrified the desire for 
the spiritual liberation within Ravana. Once when desire was born, Ravana himself became very eager to learn 
how to get Enlightenment. Nevertheless, the way for his Enlightenment was rather unusual and very 
controversial so that many would run away as soon hearing that. That is the reason Shukra was delaying the 
final decisive moment even for several years. Ravana became almost as mad to cognize how to become 
enlightened. Then, after a long time of persuasion, Shukra carefully exposed the plan. Ravana could get 
Enlightenment only by his life being taken by Avatar himself, and just by an arrow straight to his heart. Ravana 
was horrified and almost did abort any idea about Enlightenment. Nevertheless, the desire was stronger and 
Ravana decided to achieve the aim. Then, according to the story, there was another problem. It seems that 
Shukra had quite a deal to convince Rama to kill Ravana. Hence, Ravana was very well known as a benign and 
merciful ruler who was always trying to avoid violence and especially taking the lives of others. For Shukra, the 
only way to make his plan possible was to introduce such a scenario where Rama’s beloved wife Sita is about to 

                                                            
1) Please do not be disturbed by the thinking of some not entirely educated spiritual seekers that by reaching Enlightenment people 
cannot be on the negative side. Actually, this is not entirely true. Getting Enlightenment, the CC, does not mean people become positive. 
No, no, no. This only means you will make full functioning of your brain and neurological system, and there will not be any functional hole 
in your brain. You will use your full mental potential. However, that does not say anything about your inner polarity. It is true, if that is 
negative polarity, there are some chances negative orientation will be reduced. Nevertheless, the negative polarity of the person will be 
melted down and nullified entirely just and only in the vicinity of the God Consciousness, the Brahma Chaitanya.    
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be abducted, and that will force Rama to save her and enter into the conflict with Ravana. Therefore, Rama was 
simply forced to do all that, including killing Ravana, just to save the Sita.2 
 
This is a very nice story indeed, but how much there is a truth within it, perhaps we find later on. 
 
Back to our story of Ravana now. Well, his name is mentioned in all analysis of the Angkor Wat bas-relief as 
being one of the devatas on the asuric side. In fact, he was mentioned just next to Vishvakarman in sequence. 
Then, if we consider that seriously along with our thorough analysis, where to put him? 
 
His importance is undoubtedly highly esteemed, because, in yet another entirely different bas-relief of the same 
Temple, he is the main theme. The entire relief is devoted to him only. Then, it seems, it is somehow inevitable 
that we consider that character, the Ravana himself, and to see who is he actually. 
             
 

 
 

The photo was taken from … http://www.art-and-archaeology.com/seasia/angkorwat/reliefs/br29.html  

 
 
Therefore, who is Ravana? This is the question now! 
 
Well, first we consider what this famous epic Ramayana says about Ravana. 
 
In Ramayana Epic by Valmiki, we find Ravana as the king of Asuras established in Lanka. Nevertheless, he was 
not born there. Interestingly, according to some sources, he was born in the village about what is today the 
Greater Noida nearby New Delhi. In the village called … Bisrakh …, even today they have a memorial on Ravana, 
and it is said that along with the Victory Day, they have special ceremonies held for saving the soul of Ravana 
and helping that soul to find the right way. Well, this is good to know; at least we have some indication about 

                                                            
2) The story is taken from the book … Maitreya: A Spiritual Adventure … authored by … Adrian Predrag Kezele … 
https://www.amazon.com/Maitreya-Spiritual-Adrian-Predrag-Kezele/dp/1456772260  
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his birthplace. Then, was playing again with some facts, and by engaging Vedic Astrology-Jyotish, well, the natal 
chart was discovered. 
 
You would not believe, the natal chart of Ravana occurred just as out of nowhere. Ravana was born on January 
17, 5120 B.C.E. at 10.57 PM LMT. This is stunning and awesome news! We have the natal chart of Ravana! This 
is the natal chart of Ravana … 
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Of course, the natal chart reveals many interesting details, but one thing is very striking. The previously 
mentioned story about the supposed main plot of the Ramayana, the abduction of Sita, what forced Rama to 
enter the fight with Ravana and to kill him eventually, can be seen so clearly from the natal chart itself. It is as 
that the writer of the mentioned story had a natal chart of Ravana in front of him, and he was actually narrating 
from the chart itself. 
 
Indeed, we see very powerful Shukra-Venus, who is the strongest among all grahas. It is in high dignity by being 
in the sixth house, in the own house. We can read this situation of Shukra as the wife of the enemy, rival or 
opponent. Shukra is in Yuva Avastha, fully awaken in the Jaagrita Alertness. Only all the best qualities Shukra is 
exposing. Furthermore, debilitated Guru-Jupiter gives the fifth aspect from the second house, while not so 
happy Saturn-Sani from the ninth house gives the tenth aspect also. Saturn is just at the point of war with 
Mangal-Mars. In addition, Rahu, the North Lunar Node, is conjoined with the Shukra, making that Ketu, the 
South Lunar Node, is in the 12th, what is excellent for spiritual development and gives a strong indication of 
Enlightenment. Furthermore, Shukra is ruling the 11th house as well. Therefore, the graha of desires, Shukra, 
rules the 11th house of wishes and desires, but it is in the eighth from the 11th, what will give death indication, 
but it also gives very deep occult knowledge. This is to say, there was a strong desire toward Enlightenment 
created. Nevertheless, as it seems, it all goes through the wife of the opponent and rival, and these are Sita and 
Rama as we know. Unbelievable! That story finds its own confirmation within the natal chart of Ravana. 
 
However, one thing we need to make more transparent. The story narrates as that the Graha Devata Shukra 
himself was personified to be the teacher of Ravana. It is as that Shukra embodied into the human body and 
served as the teacher to Ravana. This can be the case, of course, it could have happened, but we need to 
consider another option as well. Usually, Graha-Devatas do not need to incarnate in some additional physical 
body in order to make an influence on us. There is a very simple reason why this is not needed. All Graha-Devatas 
including Shukra-Venus already are embodied within us, and they are ruling our lives actually. Just a few 
moments ago I detailed all the very best condition of that Shukra in the natal chart of Ravana. Therefore, it 
seems to me this is all just an allegory. The story that Graha-devata Shukra is the middle point of this plot, is just 
an allegory saying that the author of the story had a natal chart of Ravana in front while he was making this 
story. A very interesting observation indeed! 
 
I do not want to enter into a deeper analysis of the Ravana’s natal chart. 
 
Well, now we definitely know much more about Ravana. It seems, he was not so bad guy anyway. Or, perhaps 
somebody wanted it all just look that way!?   
 
That is all fine, but who is Ravana? 

 
By careful parallel analyzing of many sources, one fact is becoming more and more interesting. It is said that 
Ravana, together with his brother … Kumbhakarna …, they are actually gatekeepers of Vishnu Palace. This is 
referring to the Palace Lord Vishnu dwells in Heaven. Actually, this I the story about gatekeepers … Jaya and 
Vijaya. The story of how they became to be on the asuric side is even more interesting. We need to narrate it 
briefly. According to Puranas, one day four Rishis called … Kumara Rishis … had come to the Palace of Vishnu 
and wanted to enter it. Kumara Rishis are also manas-born, mind-born Rishis, created firstly by Lord Brahma 
himself in order to assist him in seeding the Creation. Actually, in one place I did find that all Saptarishis are 
mind born Rishis. However, some sources would say that there are more than seven mind-born Rishis. Among 
them, four additional ones, so-called Kumara Rishis, they decided to stay in the form of young boys, and as such, 
they are traveling around the world, and they are conveying and spreading the deepest teachings of the Veda. 
Then, the story narrates that gatekeepers Jaya and Vijaya (Ravana and Kumbhakarna) did not allow four Kumara 
Rishis to enter by saying that Vishnu is sleeping or something like that. They were very persistent and four 
Kumara Rishis left, but before doing that, they cursed both gatekeepers with the heavy curse they will need to 
incarnate on the asuric side and be rivals to Lord Vishnu himself. That was considered as one of the heaviest 
curses indeed. Furthermore, according to the story, Vishnu when hearing that could not have nullified the curse 
entirely, but instead, it was just reduced to be happened along with three incarnations of Jaya and Vijaya. 
Puranas additionally state that one incarnation was in King Rama’s time, like Ravana, to be precise entirely, but 
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other two incarnations have been already performed as well, and this is to say that they are free from the curse, 
and they are still on their duty as gatekeepers of the Vishnu’s Palace. 
 
Well, this is a nice story indeed, but something is not quite right there. I feel something weird along with this 
story. The first question is related to the point if they are freed from the course at that Vedic Times? For example, 
what if the curse is not over? Or, we can think the other way around. What if this curse is just a cover-up story? 
What if this is just an invention? What if this story is invented entirely? Interestingly, answering that question 
would possibly give an answer who is Ravana. 
 
Indeed, something is very fishy in the story about Ravana, and more and more I am convinced this is just an 
attempt to hide the true origin of both, Ravana and Kumbhakarna. It seems to me they both have a much bigger 
role on the asuric side. The fact that they always come together, like Ravana and Kumbhakarna for example, is 
a very interesting fact indeed, but that can always help us to detect them and to identify them. Because Asuras 
are always in hiding, they are not eager to reveal their full identity. Asuric energy is negative energy. This is the 
energy of the lower vibrational level. Because of the game being played in the Dualistic World, we need that 
energy, but this is not something Good Guys would like to identify with. Asuras are not constructive in their 
thinking, and that is the reason they always try to keep close to Suras and to grab their innovative and 
constructive positive energy. The positive energy of Suras is constructive and innovative; it is oriented to bright 
things and bright heavenly achievements only. Positive energy is attractive, joyful, and it always induces 
happiness. Everybody needs positive energy. Asuras need that energy as well. They need it desperately because 
they are lacking it constantly. Therefore, they will come close to Suras and grab it, because this is the only way 
they know. The best way to come close and to do what they intend is … to disguise. 
 
Suras, as we know, they are entirely opposite in nature, and they are affluent with positive energy, but they are 
lacking negative energy. We all do need negative energy as well. That means Suras will also have their interest 
to be close to Asuras. This is how those two entities, even though they are entirely opposite in nature and always 
antagonistically oriented toward each other, they need each other, and they do depend upon each other. This 
is the reason we shall find them walking throughout the time hand in hand. Well, the term … hand in hand … 
and handshaking so to say, this is just an allegoric way to expose that basic Vedic truth. In reality, this meeting 
of Suras and Asuras, this handshaking, is always quite sparkling.        
 
Now we need to go back to the bas-relief in Angkor Wat. Actually, I am still not sure if we have done a good 
interpretation of who is who among Devatas exposed to helping Suras and Asuras. Actually, this is becoming a 
crucial question now. Fine, their heads are all right, there is no question about this point anymore. God Indra is 
on the side of Suras, as a God of Suras, coming from Swarga Loka, and this is what we mean when we do mention 
… Heaven. Nevertheless, it seems that Heaven has two wings, and this is where we find God Vishvakarman 
presiding over Asuras, on the negative heavenly side. Thus, there is another wing of Heaven, mostly saturated 
with negative energy. Therefore, the heads of both departments are well known and this is not a questionable 
point. The question is who are those remaining four characters? Remember there are six devata-like characters 
exposed and emphasized to be bigger in this epic battle of Churning the Ocean of Milk. For Shiva and Parvati, 
we can also be sure they are on the side of Suras. Therefore, now we have one character on the side of Suras 
and two characters on the side of Asuras to be as unidentified. Who are they? 
 
Well, I think here we need to modify slightly our previous opinion. In fact, it was considered, just as an initial 
solution, let say so, that twin brothers Saptarishis, Vasishta, and Vishvamitra, it was considered they are on 
Asura side, and the remaining character on the side of Suras is … Rahu Graha-devata. I think this is not even 
close to being the truth. Now, in the light of the story of Ravana, it seems to me that the person right next to 
the God Vishvakarman, just next to him on the right side, is the … Ravana … himself. He is like second in 
command among Asuras, so to say. It seems he is the Saptarishi as well, but his real name is not possible to find 
yet. Actually, I was trying to find a consistent list of Saptarishis, but you cannot find that. All sources, it seems as 
that they do compete who will be more unclear about that point. All seven Saptarishis should be considered 
twins. They are all mind-born sons of Lord Brahma. Ravana’s natal chart reveals the ascendant of Dhanur-
Sagittarius, and that is just one before twins Saptarishis Vasishta and Vishvamitra uses to come with. They are 
coming with Capricorn-Makara ascendent. Do we need to consider the fact that Ravana is first-born Saptarishi, 
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and due to that having such an important role just to be next to the God of Asuras, the God Vishvakarman 
himself? This is such a far-reaching assumption, that it could change seeing the entire story drastically. 
 
Then, if this is the case, Saptarishis Vasishta and Vishvamitra cannot be shown on the same side. The thing is 
that the Asura side we count now as follows … God Vishvakarman … Saptarishi Ravana … Saptarishi 
Vishvamitra. We still do not have the proper name of Ravana, therefore we continue to call him this way … 
Ravana. Remember that his grandfather, the grandfather of Ravana, was … Saptarishi Pulastya. He is of asuric 
background definitely; this is so clearly stated in Ramayana. That is to say, very important asuric Saptarishi is 
preceding the Ravana, and that means only one thing … Ravana is even more important.  
 
Then, what about Saptarishi Vasishta? Nothing, we just move him on another side, on the side of Suras, and we 
get the final solution of that long-lasting enigmatic riddle who is who in this epic game called … Churning the 
Ocean of Milk –Sagara Manthan. We see that Rahu as an option for being that figure slipped out. Graha-Devata 
Rahu does not belong there! Rahu is Graha-Devata. All Graha-Devatas are Vishnu incarnations by definition. 
When Lord Vishnu invented Karma Law, it was He who had divided himself, and occurred as the … nine 
Paramatma.3 Therefore, it should be always remembered that Vishnu is the one who delivers the Karma 
throughout emanations of Graha-Devatas … Shukra, Surya, Chandra, Mangal, Guru, Sani, Budha, Rahu, and 
Ketu. This is to say, Rahu as being such a Graha-Devata already is present in the life of everyone, irrespective of 
the fact whether this is Sura or Asura. Thus, along with all my respect to God Rahu, who makes illusions actually, 
I definitely think he is not depicted there separately. Nevertheless, Rahu might be involved and shown on this 
relief but among the remaining characters in pulling the snake-rope.   
 
Now, we know the suric side should be considered as follows … from the right side end to the left … God Indra 
… Lord Shiva and the Queen of Heaven Parvati … Saptarishi Vasishta … 
 
In this case, Saptarishi Vasishta is openly depicted as an Asura among Suras, so there is no pretending and 
disguising. This is one very well known, very well understood, and very well accepted fact. There is nothing to 
hide about. This is one very important fact to be kept in mind always. 
 
Now, before finishing this chapter, maybe we can take a look at the list of the seven Saptarishis. As I mentioned 
already, this list was the absolute enigma so far. There are so many versions indeed. I will expose one version 
that I believe is the closest to reality. This is a kind of synthesis of many things together … 
 

1. Vasishta 
2. Vishvamitra 
3. Kratu  
4. Pulaha 
5. Pulastya  
6. Angiras 
7. Mariichi 

 
This is considered to be the list of seven Saptarishis in our present 7th Manvantara where Vaivasvata Manu is 
presiding as a Manu, and this is none less than Saptarishi Vasishta himself. Two of them, Saptarishi Vasishta and 
his twin brother Saptarishi Vishvamitra, we know now very well. We know many incarnations of them, we know 
their natal charts, and there are less and fewer enigmas about them. Nevertheless, others are still enshrouded 
in smoke and mirror reflections. However, I am sure that soon we shall decipher them all as well. For example, 
something is telling me that when considering Ravana, we need to focus on … Saptarishi Kratu. Well, I believe 

                                                            
3) The story of nine Paramatmas is a very advanced concept of the Vedic Astrology-Jyotish. What we mention as planets in Jyotish, by 
thinking on physical astronomical bodies, they are not the ones who perform all that influences we attach to them. They are just outer 
symbols. Graha-Devatas are actually Paramatmas, nine Paramatmas, they will join our Jivatma, and this is how they will perform their 
influences. This is how the Karma will be delivered to us. We are being born with Graha-Devatas. They are within us. They live with us, 
they influence us according to the predetermined ratio, and they will eventually die with us, but just to be reborn with us again in our 
next life. Nevertheless, in the next life they will come in some other ratio of course, in order to deliver different Karma.     
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not so many people have heard about him, but this is exactly one argument pro in this association. I am sure 
that no long time will be needed to confirm this statement or to deny it. 
 
When discussing Saptarishis, it would be good to mention and to expose the link … 
  
http://veda.wikidot.com/saptarshis 

 
… which concludes with the following statement … 
 

The exact list of saptarshis is not perfectly known as it is supposed that the astral links to the hierarchy were lost in 
medieval India due to the effects of Kaliyuga.   

 
This statement is telling a lot actually. In the deepest shadowy and murky side of Kali Yuga, forces of darkness 
were successful enough to break the connection of the World with its source. The knowledge of how things are 
functioning in the Universe was shadowed, and this is where we have been all until recently. Nevertheless, as 
we stepped out of Kali Yuga, the Forces of Light are successfully restoring that connection, and the World is on 
the bright side.  
 
Then, as the research was going on, all of sudden did stumble on one extraordinary presentation of seven 
Saptarishis. In fact, they, the seven Saptarishis, are represented by seven stars of the asterism … The Big Dipper 
… or … Plough … or … Great Wagon …, within the constellation … Ursa Major - Great Bear … 
 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Big_Dipper 

 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ursa_Major 

 
 

 
 

The photo was taken from … https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/86/UrsaMajorCC.jpg  
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The photo was taken from the link … 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/d0/Ursa_Major_constellation_detail_map.PNG  
 
 
Mentioned presentation of seven Saptarishis and their connection with stars of the constellation of the Ursa 
Major can be seen along with the following photo … 
  
 

 
 

The snapshot was taken from the link … http://vashtaroot.tripod.com/id11.html 
 
 
This is very indicative presentation indeed, and from this drawing, we can possibly conclude that his partner, 
Ravana’s partner, or perhaps even twin brother, is possibly the … Saptarishi Pulaha … represented by the star 
… Merack. 
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This is how we solved now the complete story of the Ramayana, from the point of Good and from the point of 
Evil. There is nothing to hide anymore. Nevertheless, we have some open questions regarding the Mahabharata 
Epic, because some historical figures are still missing in that story. This is the reason we turn our focus to that 
epic entirely in order to see if we can find some missing answers. 
 
 
 

THE BEGINNING OF OUR KNOWLEDGE SYSTEM 
 

     Recently I revised the basic story of Lord Krishna, but nothing was wrong there except the fact that some 
smaller confusion about the natal chart of Veda Vyasa occurred. That was corrected also, and now we have a 
very proper natal chart of Veda Vyasa. In addition, the natal chart of Maharishi Jaimini was discovered; a very 
important natal chart, by the way, what shed additional light on that enigmatic moment of our history, which 
occurred some five thousand years before our time. Seemingly, the complete situation is deciphered, but not 
entirely, I would say. For example, it is mentioned that the grandfather of the Sage Parashara was the … Sage 
Vasishta – Vasishta Muni. The question is now, who is this Vasishta? So far we already have learned that there 
is great Saptarishi Vasishta, and along with his countless incarnations together with Vishnu, or alone, they are 
doing the great impact in tracing the way for the Evolution Force. We just have discovered that he is on the side 
of Suras though, we can say, originally he belongs to the Asura side. He is the one who gives that very necessary 
negative energy, but it is very important to mention now, that negative energy is used for positive achievements 
of the Suras. Thus, we saw him as the Veda Vyasa, who was born in 3179 B.C.E. Nevertheless, is it possible that 
Vasishta Muni, the grandfather of Parashara, is also an incarnation of Saptarishi Vasishta? 
 
Well, let we try to locate that historical figure … the Vasishta Muni. I had played again with Jyotish software little 
bit, and believe or not, the natal chart of Vasishta Muni did occur. He was born on October 16, 3273 B.C.E. at 
8.26 AM LMT. That was one unique revelation and a very important one because that was the missing natal 
chart in this story of Parashara, Krishna, Veda Vyasa, and Jaimini. It was missing the beginning of this story. 
Indeed, the Vasishta Muni is the true beginning of these far-reaching changes at the end of the fourth 
millennium B.C. Therefore, Vasishta Muni is the one who prepared the stage for Parashara and Krishna to come. 
This is true, it is exactly this natal chart what will make this story to be completed. Indeed, the knowledge system 
established at that time is still vibrating and still echoing in the world even today. 
 
Here is the natal chart … 
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Vasishta Muni with his wife … Arundhati …, they had a hundred sons and among them, … Shakti … was the 
oldest one. Shakti became a great sage by himself. He married … Adrisyanti …, and they had a son who was 
named … Parashara. Nevertheless, it is not that all was so simple. Shakti and all other sons of Vasishta were 
killed by the king who became rakshasa, and it seems all was arranged by the asuric sage Vishvamitra. The story 
is very complex, very long actually, and just to make it shorter, this is how Parashara was grown by his 
grandfather Vasishta Muni. Vasishta Muni transmitted the huge knowledge of all the Veda to the Parashara, his 
grandson. As we know, Parashara’s focus was on Vedic Astrology-Jyotish, but at that time, the Sthapatyaveda 
was also part of Jyotish. When Parashara grew up enough, he was told what happened with his father, and at 
that moment, huge animosity toward Rakshasas and Asuras was born within him. He wanted to destroy all of 
them. He was very powerful in performing yajnas, yagyas, and he performed many so that he destroyed many 
rakshasas and Asuras. That was going to the stage that one high posited Asura intertwined in order to warn 
Parashara. That was Saptarishi Pulastya if we want to be precise entirely. Actually, this is the point where Sage 
Vasishta reminded Parashara that there is no use for destroying all of Rakshasas and Asuras because they are 
needed in Evolution. This somehow opened the eyes of young Parashara, and he ceased with such vengeful 
actions.    
 
In some elements, this story is similar to the story of Vasishta of King Sudas, because the name is the same. This 
is especially emphasized along with a mentioning the loss of a hundred sons, but we need to be careful because 
this is not the same story. Very often, we find sources where these two stories are mixed up and we can be 
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confused very much. Confusion could be even bigger by knowing that there was the Sage Vasishta at the time 
of Rama. Remember, the Raja Purohit, the supreme royal priest, on the court of king Dasharatha the father of 
Rama was … Sage Vasishta. The confusion is total, isn’t it? This is how stories about the immortality of Sage 
Vasishta emerged, and then that was additionally mixed up with some other incarnations of the Saptarishi 
Vasishta like Veda Vyasa for example, where, by some sources, he, the Veda Vyasa was pronounced immortal. 
Being immortal means living forever, not dying at all. The fact is that Veda Vyasa did live a long life, over two 
hundred years definitely, but I need to disappoint all those who claim he was, or he is, immortal. The fact is that 
Veda Vyasa … was not immortal at all. He ultimately departed this world, but only to be incarnated again in 
some other very important missions of spreading and protecting the highest spiritual knowledge. All these 
mentioned great figures are incarnations of Saptarishi Vasishta. This is a big confusion done. There is no need 
to mention that this confusion was done intentionally. Because, this is exactly one way how dark forces are 
making smoke and mirror reflections in order to confuse, to disorient, and this is how we are coming to another 
one very important theme. The thing is that the inevitable point of any discussion about Good and Evil is the 
way in which Dark Forces manipulate reality. Their methods are very specific, methodical and very perfidious. 
They are very experienced after all, because for 5.000 - 6.000 years they were doing that same job very 
successfully. Well, for all those who consider themselves on the side of Forces of Light, they need to know 
something about. Some points were already mentioned before, but now I will mention a few more.      
 
I already have mentioned that … disguising … is one of their favorite methods. They will develop such rhetoric 
where their mouth will be full of God, but in reality, they will do everything that He, the God himself, cannot 
come and do all necessary changes and tunings for Eden, for the Heaven on Earth to become a living reality. 
Furthermore, they will work on idealization and the mystification of God, and very soon all the stories will 
become surreal. They will start to act as interpreters of God’s Will so that they will put certain words, sayings, 
and even complete chapters, into the mouth of God. All according to their needs and interest, of course. 
However, what is their basic interest? The basic interest of the dark forces, the driving force of theirs, is to block 
the evolution of Humanity toward higher states of consciousness and toward establishing of Eden, the Heaven 
on Earth.   
 
They, dark forces, will use some high-level spiritual knowledge and they will make some very exotic and esoteric 
religious parables what nobody will understand. They, these religious parables, could be truthful, of course, but 
they are used in an entirely inappropriate context so nobody will understand them. Of course, nobody can check 
the validity as well. The just mentioned story of the immortality of Veda Vyasa is a classic example of making 
such smoke and mirror reflections. Veda Vyasa was a great sage, but he does not need such kind of untrue 
attributes to be attached to him, like being immortal. Veda Vyasa was just one incarnation of great Saptarishi 
Vasishta. It is all just as simple as that. Therefore, we have to distinguish that there is Saptarishi Vasishta, and 
there are incarnations of him where he could carry the same name, but this should be referred to as … the Sage 
Vasishta. The Saptarishi Vasishta is one of the seven Saptarishis, and due to that, he is devata by himself. 
However, at the time only one incarnation of the Saptarishi Vasishta could be incarnated on the Earth. That is a 
very important fact to be remembered … only one incarnation at the time. Therefore, when he comes to 
incarnate on Earth in a physical body, he is … mortal. Nevertheless, because Saptarishi Vasishta is very important 
devata and avataric figure, there is an option that he could be considered as immortal, but on the celestial level 
only. Though that can be questioned as well because according to the Kala system he might be between eighth 
and fourteenth Kala. It is very important to understand that and to have in mind always. He, the Saptarishi 
Vasishta, comes with the purpose of directing and maintaining the Evolution and therefore he is considered as 
an avataric emanation. Nevertheless, all these avatars are also involved in the Law of Karma to some extension. 
This is still not the very well explored theme, and therefore this is kind of slippery terrain so it is better to leave 
it for some other time. 
    
Another very interesting way in which dark forces do manipulate the reality is to devoid Humanity of the most 
important, the most precious, and the most necessary, the must-have prerequisite for establishing the Eden, 
the Heaven on Earth, and that is the Cosmic Energy … Ether-Akasha. We depend so much on the Ether-Akasha, 
and without it, we are just like fish without water. I was already writing about extensively, and will not repeat 
such stories because they are very long. Nevertheless, we need to say something about but in another way. This 
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can also take some few more words to elaborate and due to the reason not to interrupt the focus of this essay, 
I will say something about in the next coming essays. 
 
In my last essay, when talking about Jaimini, I’ve mentioned the syntagm … Science Fiction. I did mention it in 
connection with the old paradigm that has just expired. Therefore, the term Science Fiction will not be used 
anymore … the new parole of the Age of Enlightenment is … The Field of All Possibilities. Nevertheless, the word 
… fiction or fictitious … we shall use to depict deviated parts of all old religions. This is to say, the syntagm … 
Religion Fiction …, is about to be used more often, denoting all deviations religions are exposing by turning away 
from the Natural Law.    
 

 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

     Well, systematically, bit by bit, we are correcting the Vedas and putting all pieces and all historical figures of 
the Vedic Times in the proper place on the History Timeline. We just put everything in the historical context, 
and along with that, it is much easier to sort out the entire opus of the Vedic Literature and to understand it 
properly. Just by doing this, we saw that many impurities should have been corrected. In fact, we discovered 
that we should be very careful with the Vedic Literature because many texts are heavily distorted and 
manipulated. We passed through a very dark age, a very disturbing period of time with a low level of 
consciousness for all Humanity, and negative elements were dominating for some time. This is to say, there is 
nothing we can lean on when ancient texts are questioned. There is absolutely nothing we can take as granted. 
We do not have original documents, texts, and books what great sages, rishis, and maharishis had produced in 
the previous golden age of Sat Yuga, Treta Yuga or even at the beginning of the Dwapara Yuga. We do not have 
such original documents and texts. All that we have is what was given to us by our ancestors, and they lived in 
the dark age when their consciousness was shadowed and negative energy took advantage to manipulate all 
these texts, documents and books. Therefore, there is nothing we can lean on when considering ancient texts. 
This is bringing us again to the famous saying Buddha exposed …  

“Do not believe in anything simply because you have heard it. Do not believe in 
anything simply because it is spoken and rumored by many. Do not believe in anything 
simply because it is found written in your religious books. Do not believe in anything 
merely on the authority of your teachers and elders. Do not believe in traditions 
because they have been handed down for many generations. But after observation and 
analysis, when you find that anything agrees with reason and is conducive to the good 
and benefit of one and all, then accept it and live up to it.” 

                                                                                                                  Kalama Sutta           

                                                                                                         Siddhartha Gautama - Buddha 
                                                             (681 B.C. – 601 B.C.) 

       
This is so important statement and we should always keep it in our minds. Luckily, today we have the great 
knowledge of Vedic Astrology-Jyotish, and we can verify everything in an easy way. That is one reason more to 
be grateful and expose honor to our great teachers and gurus who structured and formulated the knowledge 
system, which by some purifying done recently in order to remove sediments of bad handling throughout the 
dark era, well, this knowledge system is still strong enough to show us the proper way. That is the reason we 
are endlessly thankful to such great individuals as Sage Vasishta, Sage Shakti, Sage Parashara, or Sage Veda 
Vyasa for example, and to so many other great spiritual leaders. This is bringing as again to the Guru Purnima 
when we expose our gratitude and pay homage to such great teachers who enlightened the world. 
 
I have exposed many words on Guru Purnima so far, but one thing I did not mention. On the day of Guru 
Purnima, many teachers and gurus would perform so-called … Guru Pooja. Guru Pooja, or Guru Puja, is the 
expression of the gratitude and paying homage to all those who were involved in establishing the knowledge 
line, and therefore their names are mentioned during the performance, which is usually very pleasant, saturated 
with reverence and joy. Many teachers, and gurus, but many spiritual movements as well, perform Guru Puja, 
though with some small differences in performance. It became very popular, just as a song or bhajan, even 
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though this is not the purpose of it. I am not going to expose that Puja itself, but today we live in such a time 
that everything is possible to be found in an easy way. Whoever is interested, the performance, meaning, and 
translation, all is very easy to be found around. Nevertheless, I would like to turn attention on the very beginning 
of the Guru Puja, where some names were exposed. There is the mentioning of exactly the same names as I 
have given out just a few moments ago. It goes like … Vasishta, Shakti, Parashara and Veda Vyasa. And exactly 
with that sequence. Well, just to describe this situation in detail. Actually, we already have explained it. This is 
referring exactly to that situation from the end of the fourth millennia B.C., when the spiritual knowledge system 
as we know it today in Vedic Science, was established. It all started with the Sage Vasishta, and then it was 
transmitted to his son Sage Shakti, his son Sage Parashara, his son Sage Veda Vyasa, and his four disciples where 
Vishnu incarnate Jaimini was included as well. They structured the Veda as we know it today. Actually, if we take 
a closer look at that situation, then we see that Saptarishi Vasishta and the Vishnu himself, are the carriers of 
that knowledge line. More about that perhaps some other time. I’ve just wanted to highlight the importance of 
the Guru Puja where we see the true role of the Saptarishi Vasishta along with his countless incarnations. From 
another point of view, it is very important to demystify the Guru Puja itself. This is just an expression of gratitude 
and honor of the teacher who is performing it to all those who made it possible for true knowledge to be 
available even today. Knowledge is so very important. It is precious indeed.             
 
This is where we need to expose yet another topic, but also connected with the Saptarishi Vasishta. He is also 
called … Manu … and it is believed this is coming from … Manvantara. Then, what is Manvantara? Well, this is 
a long story indeed. Nevertheless, we need to start with this explanation, because it will be proved as very 
important to understand where we are right now. 
 
This is where I am exposing now my personal opinion. The thing is that the term Manvantara is still so mysterious 
and enigmatic. Alternatively, perhaps somebody just wants to be that way. Well, all that is just giving us many 
strong arguments to demystify it, to demystify the Manvantara. 
 
Actually, when talking about Manvantara, we need to enter deep into the Cosmology and Cosmogony. For 
practical reasons, I am going to expose links to both, because they are sometimes mistakenly switched, or 
another point is that their themes intermingle to some extension.     
 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cosmogony 

 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cosmology  

 
In different essays and other writings, I exposed many words about cycles of yugas so far. The conclusion was 
that there is a short cycle of yugas lasting about 24.000 years and longer ones where one cycle lasts for several 
millions of years. The first one, the shorter one, is due to the mutual interaction of our Sun with the still-
hypothetical twin star. They are bound together gravitationally, rotate around each other, and they form a so-
called binary star system. The longer cycle of yugas is probably due to the rotation of both, our Sun and its own 
twin star around the center of our Galaxy Milky Way. Nevertheless, then probably we can assume the existence 
of yet another one cycle of yugas where our Galaxy Milky Way is rotating around the center of the Universe. 
This is such a long cycle that we probably do not have any clue where we are within right now. Well, then, is 
there any other cycle of yugas presumably? I would say not! If we would consider the same logic, then it would 
be as that our Universe rotates around the center of all Universes. Nevertheless, I do not think this is the case. 
 
Actually, there is a twist. We all have heard about the Big Bang Theory when considering the way in which our 
Universe came into existence. This is probably very true theory, though there are still many controversies about. 
Hence, scientists are stunned with the cognition that our Universe is speeding up with the inflation. One sub-
theory is that our Universe will finally finish in a Big Crunch. That would be sort of explosion which will 
decompose the entire Universe. And this is where science stops, it hardly can go further on. Nevertheless, Vedic 
Science assumes that such a Big Crunch is just the point where the new Big Bang will happen again, and the 
Universe itself will be reborn. Therefore, we have a chain of birth, death, and rebirth of the same Universe. In 
addition, we need to assume there are many Universes in the so-called Parallel Universes World. Well, according 
to my opinion, this is all very true. However, the number of rebirths of any Universe is not endless. It is 
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mentioned that there are 14 such lifespans. That lifespan of the Universe between the Big Bang and the Big 
Crunch is one … Manvantara. This is the time for one Saptarishi to become somewhat presiding and having the 
leading role, and he is called … the Manu. No doubt that our Manu in present Manvantara is Saptarishi Vasishta. 
This is clearly stated in many Vedic texts. They say this is the seventh Manvantara in sequence. Considering that 
there are 14 Manvantaras in total, that is to say, we are just in half away when considering the duration of the 
entire Creation. 
 
Well, as it seems, we still have some time to the true end of the World. Nevertheless, they say this is also not 
the true end. The Creation will cease to exist, this is true, but it will just withdraw to the transcendental Absolute 
for a while, and then will reoccur again. Actually, there is no end … Only the Consciousness is that what it is. 
 

The End 
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 https://www.scribd.com/document/363228451/Frozen-Warriors-Version-2-0 
 

2. BALTIC MAFIA – Version 2.0 
https://www.scribd.com/document/363228451/Frozen-Warriors-Version-2-0 
 

3. GRAND DUCHESS ANASTASIA NIKOLAEVNA OF RUSSIA – Version 1.0 
        https://www.scribd.com/document/399970915/GRAND-DUCHESS-ANASTASIA-NIKOLAEVNA-OF-RUSSIA-Version-1-0 

 
 

A REVIVAL OF THE ETHER-AKASHA 
1. LET THERE BE ETHER! – LET THERE BE ETHER-AKASHA! – A REVIVAL OF THE ETHER AKASHA – Version 1.4.7 

https://www.scribd.com/document/401592314/LET-THERE-BE-LIGHT-LET-THERE-BE-ETHER-A-REVIVAL-OF-THE-ETHER-AKASHA-
Version-1-4-7    
 

2. THE LIFE STORY OF NIKOLA TESLA – Version 1.0 
https://www.scribd.com/document/397991510/THE-LIFE-STORY-OF-NIKOLA-TESLA-Version-1-0 
 

3. THE CYCLIC UNIVERSE – Version 1.0 
https://www.scribd.com/document/403204623/THE-CYCLIC-UNIVERSE-Version-1-0  

 
 

OTHER 
1. FINDING THE TRUE CHRISTMAS – Version 1.0 

https://www.scribd.com/document/405093698/FINDING-THE-TRUE-CHRISTMAS-Version-1-0 
 

2. THE TRAVELS OF MARCO POLO – Version 1.0 
https://www.scribd.com/document/409629679/THE-TRAVELS-OF-MARCO-POLO-Version-1-0  

 
 

SPECIAL 
1. THE FIRST CROATIAN KINGS – KING PAVLIMIR – THE LEGEND OF KING BELO – Version 3.0 

https://www.scribd.com/document/399475351/THE-FIRST-CROATIAN-KINGS-KING-PAVLIMIR-THE-LEGEND-OF-KING-BELO-Version-3-0 


